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Uncertainty about spatial frequency, spatial
position, or contrast of visual patterns
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Prevalent theories of pattern vision postulate mechanisms selectively sensitive to spatial fre
quency and position but not to contrast. Decreased performance in the detection of visual stim
uli was found when the observer was uncertain about the spatial frequency or spatial position of
a patch of sinusoidal grating but not when he was uncertain about contrast. The uncertainty ef
fects were consistent with multiple-band models in which the observer is able to monitor per
fectly all relevant mechanisms. Performance deteriorates when the observer must monitor more
mechanisms, because these mechanisms are noisy and give rise to false alarms. This consis
tency is further evidence that the spatial-frequency and spatial-position mechanisms are noisy,
a conclusionpreviously suggested by the "probability summation" demonstrated in the thresh
olds for compound stimuli. Somewhat paradoxically, the Quick pooling model, which quanti
tatively accounts for the amount of probability summation in pattern thresholds, predicts no
effects of uncertainty. It cannot, therefore, be strictly correct.

Current theories of pattern vision assume the exis
tence of mechanisms (often called channels) selec
tively sensitive to different spatial frequencies and
also of mechanisms selectively sensitive to different
spatial positions. A possible physiological substrate
for a spatial-frequency channel is an array of neurons
having receptive fields all of the same size and ori
entation but located at different positions within the
visual field. A possible physiological substrate for a
mechanism sensitive to a particular spatial position is
the set of receptive fields located at that position.
(SeeGraham, 1981, for a review.)

A particular quantitative version of this theory has
been extremely successful in predicting the thresholds
for a wide variety of patterns (e.g., Bergen, Wilson,
& Cowan, 1979; Graham, 1977; Graham, Robson, &
Nachmias, 1978; Mostafavi & Sakrison, 1976; Quick,
Mullins, & Reichert, 1978; Robson & Graham, 1981;
Watson, 1982; Wilson & Bergen, 1979). Although a
name for this model has not become standard, we
will call it the Quick pooling model since its current
use in vision originates with Quick (1974) and it is
much quicker to use than alternative models.

The Quick pooling model, as derived from as
sumptions of independent variability in the responses
of each of the multiple mechanisms, is the pure form
of a high-threshold model in which the possibility of
a false alarm in any mechanism is actually zero.
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High-threshold models (e.g., Green & Weber, 1980)
predict no effect of uncertainty. Uncertainty effects,
however, have been reported for the spatial fre
quency of sinusoidal gratings (e.g., Davis & Graham,
1981; Graham, Robson, & Nachmias, 1978) and for
spatial position of aperiodic visual targets (e.g.,
Cohn & Lasley, 1974; Pelli, 1981; Posner, 1978;
Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980).

The failure of the Quick pooling model to predict
uncertainty effects seemed unimportant when the in
terpretations of experimental results depended on
differences that were substantially larger than the un
certainty effects. Now, however, as the field has be
come more refined, the interpretation of experimen
tal results is affected by uncertainty effects. (See, for
example, the difference between the results in
Graham & Nachmias, 1971, and those in Graham,
Robson, & Nachmias, 1978.) Gaining a better under
standing of these uncertainty effects, therefore, is
critical for further development of these models of
pattern vision. This study addresses several issues in
the hope of contributing to such an understanding.

(1) Although the Quick pooling model does not
predict uncertainty effects, other models assuming
multiple mechanisms do (Ball & Sekuler, 1980;
Creelman, 1960; Green & Swets, 1966; Green &

Weber, 1980). These models are commonly called
single-band and multiple-band models and are de
scribed further in the results section.

To determine whether single-band or multiple
band models (or perhaps neither) could explain the
effects of uncertainty about spatial frequency, the
detectability of several widely separated spatial fre
quencies was measured under conditions of both un
certaintyand certainty usinga temporal two-alternative
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forced-choice procedure. In these experiments, the
separation between the closest frequencies was a fac
tor of either two or four, far enough apart to stimu
late completely separate channels (e.g., Watson,
1982). Earlier studies (Davis, 1981;Davis" Graham,
1981) have used closelyspaced frequencies in order to
investigate the spatial frequency tuning of the chan
nels. Predictions like those tested in this study for the
magnitudes of uncertainty effects could not be done
in those earlier studies without knowing the precise
bandwidths and degree of additivity of the spatial
frequency channels. Furthermore, the overall condi
tions of the earlier experiments were unlike those in
the summation experiments in which the Quick pool
ing model has been so successful.I

(2) Evidence from pattern thresholds also suggests
that the mechanisms sensitive to different spatial po
sitions are independently noisy in precisely the same
way as are mechanisms sensitive to different spatial
frequencies (e.g., Robson" Graham, 1981).Accord
ing to multiple-band models, such noise should lead
to uncertainty effects of spatial position. In any case,
simplestimuli such as patches of sinusoidal grating at
different positions are commonly used stimuli in
present investigations of pattern vision. Uncertainty
effects for position are, therefore, of practical conse
quence in interpreting the results of these experi
ments. Previous studies using aperiodic stimuli have
disagreed on the magnitude (and even on the exis
tence) of effects of spatial-position uncertainty, per
haps due to the different processing induced by dif
ferent stimuli and task demands.

We, therefore, measured the detectability of non
overlapping patches of grating in conditions of both
uncertainty and certainty using a forced-choice pro
cedure. As it turned out, uncertainty about spatial
position did decrease detectability. So, for these re
sults also, we asked the question of whether single
band or multiple-band (or perhaps neither) could
account for the obtained uncertainty effect.

(3) Current theories of pattern vision do not ordi
narily assume mechanisms selectively sensitive to dif
ferent contrast (intensity) values, although mecha
nisms selective for different intensities of auditory
tones have been suggested (Green" Luce, 1974;
Luce, Green, "Weber, 1976). Therefore, one might
not expect to find an uncertainty effect for contrast.
It is of practical importance, however, to know
whether intermixing gratings of different contrasts
(but otherwise identical) leads to decreased detect
ability. We therefore measured the detectability of
gratings of different contrast under conditions of
both uncertainty and certainty, using a forced-choice
procedure.

(4) In all the experiments reported here, there were
not only intermixed blocks (containing trials of
several different stimuli-the uncertainty condition)
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and alone blocks (containing trials of only one stim
ulus-the certainty condition), but also a third kind
of block-cued intermixed. In these cued intermixed
blocks, an auditory cue occurred at the beginning of
each trial (approximately 750 msec before the first of
the two forced-choice intervals) indicating which
stimulus would be presented on that trial. It is of
some interest to know whether such a cue would
eliminate the uncertainty effect of whether it takes
longer than 750 msec for an observer's behavior to
be modified. In previous studies, precues have been
effective in reducing or eliminating the effect of un
certainty about auditory frequency (Gilliom " Mills,
1976;Swets" Sewall, 1961)as wellas about direction
of motion (Ball" Sekuler, 1981).

Furthermore, if the cues worked to eliminate the
uncertainty effects in this study (as, indeed, they
did), the comparison between cued and uncued in
termixed blocks would bypass a problem inherent in
the comparison between alone and uncued inter
mixed blocks-the problem of possible differential
adaptation to patterns. (Averaged over time, the
visual stimulation in an alone block is quite different
from that in an uncued intermixed block.) Differ
ential pattern adaptation certainly does occur in some
circumstances. After observers have adapted to grat
ings, they are less sensitive to gratings of the same
frequency (and position) (e.g., Blakemore"
Campbell, 1969; Pantle" Sekuler, 1968). The
amount of desensitization increases with the contrast
of the adapting gratings, but some desensitization is
found even with adapting gratings of very low con
trast. If differential adaptation occurred here, it
would tend to decrease performance in alone blocks
relative to intermixed blocks, thereby diminishing the
size of the uncertainty effect measured by comparing
alone blocks with (uncued) intermixed ones.
However, the visual stimulation in both the cued and
uncued intermixed blocks is identical, on the average.

METHOD

In all the experiments reported here, the detectability of each
stimulus was measured by a temporal two-interval forc:ed-c:hoic:e
procedure in three different types of blocks. In the alone blocks,
the same stimulus appeared on every trial throughout a subblock
so the observer was certain as to which stimulus would appear. In
the uncued intermixed blocks. trials of several different stimuli
were intermixed randomly within a block so that the observer
could not know which stimulus would appear on each trial. In the
cued intermixed blocks. trials of several stimuli were apin ran
domly intermixed within a block, but each trial contained an
auditory cue that came about.7S sec before the two forced-c:hoice
intervals and informed the observer which partic:ular stimulus
would appear on that trial.

SdmaU
The stimuli were all vertic:allyoriented gratings presented on the

face of an oscilloscope with an annular surround of the same mean
luminance (1.9 fL). Each stimulus was presented for 100 msec with
an abrupt onset and offset. At least five cycles were presented in
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each sinusoidal grating. Short, vertical lines on the annular sur

round above and below the center of the oscilloscope face served

as fixation marks. Other details of the stimulus display are de

scribed in Davis and Graham (1981).

In each experiment, the stimuli varied along one of the three
dimensions: spatial frequency, spatial position, or contrast.

Spatial frequency. In the spatial-frequency uncertainty experi
ments, either three or five spatial frequencies were used. The

spatial frequencies were always at least one octave apart so that
each grating would maximally stimulate a different set of spatial

frequency channels. (See Figure 1 for exact values.) In these ex

periments each grating filled the entire display, which was 10.~ deg
horizontally X 8 deg vertically at a viewing distance of 7 2 . ~ em for

Observer P.K. and ~ . 2 ~ x 4 deg at a distance of 1 4 ~ em for T.S.

On the basis of previous testing, the contrasts at each spatial fre

quency were chosen to produce approximately equal performance
in alone blocks. (For Observer P.K., the nominal contrasts at 2

and 4 cycles/deg (cpd) were .30 and .~o log units higher, reo

spectively, than the contrast at 1 cpd. For Observer T.S. in the
three-frequency experiment, the contrasts at 4 and 16 cpd were .O~

and 1.20 log units higher, respectively, than at 1 cpd, and in the
five-frequency experiment, the contrasts at 2, 4, 8, and 16 cpd

were .O~, .10, ,~~, and 1 . 2 ~ log units higher, respectively, than the

contrast at 1 cpd.) These nominal contrasts were computed from

the amplitude of the signal going into the oscilloscope. The oscil
loscope will attenuate high frequencies somewhat, however, so the

true contrasts at high frequencies will be slightly lower than the

nominal contrasts.
Spatial position. In the spatial-position uncertainty experiments,

there were three adjacent, but nonoverlapping, positions (left,

center, or right). Each stimulus was a seven-cycle patch of sinu
soidal grating. If the three patches had been presented simul
taneously, they would have formed a continuous grating which
filled the face of the display. The viewing distance was 72.~ em for

Observer P.K. and 1 4 ~ em for Observer T.S., producing stimulus

spatial frequencies of 2 and 4 cpd, respectively. The contrasts at
each position were chosen to produce approximately equal per

formance in the alone blocks. (The contrasts of the side patches

were .O~ log units higher than the contrast of the center for Ob
server P.K. and .10 log units higher for T.S.)

Contralt. In the contrast uncertainty experiments, three con
trasts were used. The middle contrast was chosen to yield ap

proximately 7 ~ " o correct detection in the alone blocks. The con
trasts were spaced .2 or .3 log units apart. The 4-cpd gratings used
in these experiments filled the entire ~ .2~ x 4 deg display and were

viewed from a distance of 14~ em for both observers, T.S. and E.D.

Procedures
Within each experiment, there were three types of blocks: alone,

uncued intermixed, and cued intermixed.
An alone block was composed of several subblocks, one for

each stimulus. Throughout a subblock, the same stimulus was
presented on every trial and the order of subblocks within a block
was chosen randomly. Usually there were three subblocks of 100
trials each, except for the five-frequency experiment, in which

there were five subblocks of 60 trials each.
An uncued intermixed block was composed of trials of the

several stimuli randomly intermixed within a block. Each block

contained 300 trials, with 100 repetitions of each of three stimuli,
except for the five-frequency experiment in which there were 60
repetitions of each stimulus.

A cued intermixed block was similar to the uncued intermixed
block except that each trial contained an auditory cue preceding

the presentation of the stimulus.
Each of the three blocks was run per session, with the order of

blocks varied from session to session to counteract order effects.
Ordinarily there was one session per day and four sessions per ex
periments, except for the five-frequency experiment in which there
were six sessions.

Before each uncued intermixed block, before each cued inter
mixed block, and before each subblock in the alone block, there
were 10 practice trials of each stimulus that would appear in the
following block or subblock.

No feedback was provided. All viewing was binocular with
natural pupils.

Details of eacb trial. The observers started each two-interval
forced-choice trial by pressing a button.

The two temporal intervals in which the stimulus might appear
were separated by 190 msecand were each 100 msec long; each in

terval was identified by a tone. The first of the two intervals began
1200 rnsec after the subject initiated the trial. Cues, when pre
sented, occurred during this time, with the end of the cue always

occurring 760 msec before the beginning of the first interval.
Details of tbe auditory cues. In most experiments, three auditory

cues were used, each associated with one of the three possible stim
uli. One tone burst indicated the lowest frequency, the left posi

tion, or the lowest contrast. Two tone bursts indicated the middle
stimulus, and three tone bursts indicated the remaining stimulus.

Each tone burst was 68 msec long, and the separation between
them was 78 msec,

In the five frequency experiment, the three cues previously de

scribed were associated with the three lower frequencies. The next
to-the-highest frequency was indicated by the two shorter tone bursts
(28 msec) separated by a longer duration ( 1 ~ 3 msec), The highest

frequency was indicated by three 28-msec tone bursts, separated by
1~3 msec.

All observers found it quite easy to discriminate the cues as well
as associate each cue with the appropriate stimulus.

Obsenen
Three observers, two of whom (B.D. and P.K.) were authors,

participated in these experiments. Two observers had normal

acuity after correction for myopia. The third, P.K., had a residual
deficit accompanied by nystagmus.

RESULTS

Briefly, addressing in reverse order the four is
sues in the introduction, the following results were
found.

Detectability in cued intermixed blocks was indis
tinguishable from that in alone blocks. That is,
auditory cues preceding the stimulus intervals by
about 760 msec eliminated the uncertainty effects

where they existed, and there was no evidence of dif
ferential pattern adaptation.

Uncertainty effects were not found for contrast
but were found for spatial frequency and position.

The uncertainty effects for spatial frequency and
position were too small to be explained by single
band models but were consistent with multiple-band
models.

Performance In Alone, Uncued Intermixed,
and Cued Intermixed Blocks

The experimental.results are shown in Figures 1,2,
and 3 for spatial frequency, position, and contrast,
respectively. .

In the spatial frequency and position experiments,
performance in the uncued intermixed blocks was al
ways worse than in the alone blocks. The difference
in percent correct between uncued intermixed and
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ditions, but they used suprathreshold stimuli which
might have produced differential adaptation
(Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980).

In the contrast experiments (Figure 3), perfor
mance was essentially identical in all three types of
blocks. The difference in percent correct between
the uncued intermixed and alone blocks averaged 1%
with a standard error of 1.290/0, and the difference
between cued intermixed and alone blocks averaged
.44% with a standard error of .61%.
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Interval Biases
Although a forced-choice procedure eliminates

certain kinds of response bias, it does allow biases
toward reporting one interval more often than
another. According to the standard version of signal
detection theory (Green & Swets, 1966, p. 410), such
a bias will depress overall percent correct. We re
calculated results for the worst interval biases, pro
ducing "corrected" percent correct responses. The
corrected values were usually one or two percentage
points higher than uncorrected values, but showed
the same pattern of results as the uncorrected values.

Possible Eye Movement and
Accommodation Artifacts

Foveal sensitivity to 2 and 4 cpd is higher than pe
ripheral sensitivity. Observers in the alone and cued
intermixed blocks of the spatial-position experiments
therefore might have tended on each trial to fixate
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alone blocks averaged 13.02%, with a standard error
of .970/0 (averaged across all spatial frequencies and
positions for all observers). Performance in the cued
intermixed blocks was effectively identical to that in
the alone blocks. The difference between cued inter
mixed and alone blocks averaged .35%, with a stan
dard error of .72%. Cues preceding the first tem
poral interval by 760 msec therefore eliminated the
uncertainty effect where it existed. Performance in
the cued intermixed block was never better, however,
than performance in the alone block as would have
been expected from differential pattern adaptation.
One study of spatial position uncertainty has re
ported better performance in cued than in alone con-
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where they knew the stimulus would appear. As a
result of these eye movements, the observers could
then do better in the alone and cued intermixed
blocks than in the uncued intermixed blocks. Our ob
servers, however, were practiced observers who were
trying very hard to fixate and who believed they did
fixate on almost every trial. Available evidence sug
gests that observers can fixate very well (e.g.,
Murphy, Kowler, & Steinman, 1975) and, although
expectations can cause eye movements (Kowler &
Steinman, 1979a, 1979b), the size of these eye move
ments is too small to have produced our effects.
Therefore, although eye movements cannot be ruled
out as a potential artifact in the spatial-position ex
periments, they probably are not responsible for the
greatest part of the uncertainty effects. In any case,
eye movements cannot account for the very similar
effects found in the spatial-frequency uncertainty ex
periments.

Changes in accommodation have frequently been
suggested to us as an explanation for the spatial
frequency uncertainty effects. They seem very un
likely, however, for reasons discussed in Davis and
Graham (1981), to be the real explanation.

Session-to-Session Variability
The variability from session to session is somewhat

larger than would be expected if the results from all
sessions were random, independent samples from the
same populations. Thus, a number of error bars in
Figures 1-3 are slightly larger than predicted from the
binomial distribution with 400 trials per point (or 360
trials per point in the case of the five-frequency ex
periment). However, this session-to-session variabil
ity did not appear to be systematic; there were no
trends over time in performance in any of the con
ditions.

Comparison with Model Predictions
Single-band models. A switching single-band

model assumes that the observer monitors only one
mechanism on a given trial and, if more than one
stimulus is presented, the observer may switch his
attention from one mechanism to another on differ
ent trials. This switching could be the result of lim
ited capacity; that is, the observer may be unable to
monitor more than one mechanism at a time.

Performance in an uncued intermixed block is pre
dicted from the following equation:

Pi(C) = aPj(C) +(1 - a)(.S), (1)

where Pf(C) is the probability of correctly reporting a
given stimulus, i, under conditions of uncertainty;
Pj(C) is the probability of correctly reporting a given
stimulus, i, under conditions of certainty; and a is the
proportion of trials on which the observer monitors
the mechanism sensitive to that stimulus. Notice that
for the proportion of trials on which the observer
does not monitor the relevant mechanism (1 - a), he
is correct only by chance. Performance in detecting
one stimulus can be improved by increasing the pro
portion of trials on which the observer monitors the
relevant mechanism (that is, increasing the value of
a). This improvement in detecting one stimulus in an
uncued intermixed block, however, will make per
formance in detecting other stimuli much worse. In
any case, the switching single-band model always
predicts uncertaintyeffects much larger than those
found for spatial frequency or position. (For
example, in the three-spatial-positions experiment of
Observer P .K., the probabilities predicted for the
three positions in the uncued intermixed blocks are
.6S, .64, and .6S-assuming the observer monitors
each mechanism on one-third of the trials. The actual
probabilities are .77, .82, and .79.)
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All our spatial-frequency and spatial-position re
sults were consistent with at least one of these two
versions of a multiple-band model. Figure 4 shows
the comparison of model predictions with the results
from the spatial-position experiment for Ob
server P.K. (top panel) and the five spatial-frequencies
experiment for Observer T .S. (bottom panel). Max
imum-output (open symbols) and adding-of-outputs
(closed symbols) predictions for the uncued-intermixed
blocks were computed from mean percent correct in
the alone blocks (triangles) and in the cued-intermixed
blocks (circles). (Since errors of measurement in the
alone and cued-intermixed results propagate through
the calculations and cause imprecision in the predic-

.tions, predictions were also computed from the
means plus-or-minus one standard error and are
represented by vertical bars through the symbols.)
Notice that the maximum-output model predicts a

Multiple-band models. According to multiple
band models, the observer can simultaneously moni
tor many mechanisms but does not have to. On
every trial in an uncued intermixed block, the ob
server monitors all the mechanisms that are sensitive
to any of the stimuli. On every trial in an alone or
cued intermixed block, however, the observer moni
tors only the one relevant mechanism. Furthermore,
each mechanism responds the same way to a given
stimulus no matter how many other mechanisms are
being monitored.

We considered two quantitative versions of a
multiple-band model, both making the conventional
assumption that a mechanism's response to a stim
ulus is normally distributed with the same variance as
for the blank. We also assume that there is inde
pendent variability in the response of different mech
anisms so that each mechanism sometimes produces
false alarms to the blank stimulus. Thus, when more
mechanisms are monitored there are more oppor
tunities for false alarms. Exactly how multiple-band
models predict an uncertainty effect depends on
further assumptions of the model.

Adding-or-outputs version. As the name implies,
the outputs within each interval are added, and then
the observer chooses the interval producing the larger
sum. The d I value in the uncued intermixed block
will equal the d I value in the alone block divided by
the square root of n, where n is the number of in
dependent mechanisms monitored in the uncued in
termixed block. In our experiments, n was taken to
equal the number of stimuli used. [The derivation of
this prediction is given in several sources-such as
Creelman (1960) and Ball and Sekuler (1981). We
used the conversion between d I and two-interval
forced choice percent correct from Elliot's Table II in
Appendix I of Swets (1964).]

Maximum-output version. This version of a
multiple-band model assumes that the observer's re
sponse is based on the maximum of the outputs from
all the monitored channels. In a forced-choice ex
periment. the observer chooses the interval in which
the maximum output is larger. [Our calculations for
this model used Elliot's table in Appendix I of Swets
(1964) to give the probability that the largest of M
outputs was from the correct channel. Alternative
calculations are described in Green and Weber
(1980). This model is a very good approximation to
an ideal-observer model-the model in which the ob
server uses information from the multiple mecha
nisms in the optimal way (Nolte &, Jaarsma, 1967;
and see further discussion in Green &, Weber, 1980).]

Other multiple-band models are possible. of
course. The shape of the distributions need not be
Gaussian and rules other than adding-of-outputs and
maximum-output can be formulated. Several of these
alternatives are discussed in Green and Weber (1980)
and Lappin and Staller (1981). However, these two
are sufficient for our present purposes.
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substantiallysmaller uncertainty effect than the adding
of-outputs model.

Of the five experiments producing uncertainty ef
fects, three (the two spatial-frequency experiments
and the one spatial-position experiment for Ob
server T.S.) produced results like those in the bottom
panel of Figure 4. For these three experiments, the
uncertainty effects tended to be somewhat smaller
than predicted by the adding-of-outputs version and
somewhat larger than predicted by the maximum
output version, but neither version could be con
fidently rejected.

The other two experiments (the spatial-frequency
and spatial-position experiments for Observer P.K.)
showed results like those in the top panel of Figure 4.
The uncertainty effects were always as large as those
predicted by the adding-of-outputs version and larger
than those predicted by the maximum-output version.

These two different patterns of results may repre
sent a true difference between these two observers.
Since the differences are small, however, in addition
to the fact that the results for the two observers were
not consistent, we do not feel safe in concluding in
favor of either version of the multiple-band model
for either observer. We do feel safe in concluding
that the magnitude of the effects is consistent with
multiple-band, but not single-band, models.

Intermediate models. The size of the uncertainty
effects would also be consistent with intermediate
models in which most, but not all, of the relevant
mechanisms are monitored on every trial and the ob
server's response is based on the maximum output of
the monitored mechanisms. In principle, examining
sequential conditional probabilities might distinguish
this intermediate model (where switches from trial to
trial in which mechanisms were monitored might in
troduce sequential dependencies) from a pure
multiple-band model. In fact, the sequential depen
dencies found in this study were very weak, consis
tent with a rejection of the switching single-band
model. 1 What sequential dependency there was might
result from factors such as slow temporal shifts in the
sensitivity of all mechanisms and does not seem good
evidence for an intermediate over a pure multiple
band model.

DISCUSSION

ImpUcadons for Models of Pattern Vision
Uncertainty effects were found for spatial fre

quency and spatial positions (Figures 1 and 2) but not
for contrast (Figure 3). The practical implications for
psychophysical experiments measuring the detect
ability of simple patterns is clear. Whether or not
contrasts are intermixed probably does not matter;
whether or not spatial frequencies and positions are
intermixed does.

Some theoretical implications are also clear. Cur-

rent theories of pattern vision assume mechanisms
selectively sensitive to spatial frequency and to posi
tion but not to contrast. The present results lend
support to this assumption. (Finding no contrast un
certainty effect, of course, is only evidence against
mechanisms sensitive to ranges of contrast narrower
than that used here-s.e log units. Mechanisms selec
tively sensitive to broader ranges of contrast cannot
be ruled out.)

Furthermore, in current theories of pattern vision,
the mechanisms selectively sensitive to spatial fre
quency (perhaps arrays of receptive fields identical in
size and orientation, but differing in position) and
those selectively sensitive to position (perhaps sets of
receptive fields differing in size and orientation but
all at the same position) are assumed to have very
similar properties. In fact, it is frequently simpler to
talk of one set of mechanisms (single receptive
fields), each of which is sensitive to a limited range of
spatial frequencies and to a limited range of positions
(as, for example, is done by Wilson & Bergen, 1979).

On the basis of these models, one would expect the
effects of uncertainty on these two dimensions to be
quite similar-as they turned out to be-as long as the
grating patches are far enough apart in spatial fre
quency (a factor of approximately 2) or in spatial
position (centered approximately 2 or 3 cycles apart)
to effectively stimulate different receptive fields.

Probablllsticany independent mechanisms for
spadal frequency and spadal posidon. The results of
summation experiments (e.g., Graham, Robson, &
Nachmias, 1978; Robson & Graham, 1981; Watson
1982), in which the detectability of compound pat
terns is compared with that of the components alone,
are consistent with probability summation due to in
dependent variability in the responses of different
mechanisms. However, an alternative interpretation
in terms of nonlinear pooling is possible (see below).
Certain results from spatial recognition experiments
(Hirsch, Hylton, & Graham, 1982) also suggest some
independent variability, but these results are quite
complicated. Independent variability is at the heart
of the ability of the above multiple-band models to
account for uncertainty effects. That the size of the
spatial-frequency and spatial-position uncertainty ef
fects is consistent. with multiple-band models (Fig
ure 4) is, therefore, further support for the existence
of independent variability in the responses of dif
ferent mechanisms.

Quick pooling model. At this point, however, the
paradox of the Quick pooling model arises. It is this
particular model of independent variability in the re
sponses of different mechanisms that has been so
successful in accounting for the thresholds of many
kinds of patterns, including those from the sum
mation experiments mentioned above. Yet, since it is
a high-threshold model in which there is no pos-



sibility of an individual channel's producing a false
alarm, it predicts that there should be no effect of
uncertainty. Furthermore, high-threshold models
make incorrect predictions about the psychometric
functions for sinusoidal gratings (Nachmias, 1981) as
well as for other stimuli (Green It Swets, 1966). In
detail, therefore, the Quick pooling model has to be
wrong.

Why, then, has the Quick pooling model been so
extraordinarily successful in accounting for the
thresholds of a wide variety of patterns? One possible
answer is that the correct derivation of the principle
formula of the Quick pooling model is not from a
high-threshold model at all. An alternative derivation
has been suggested (Quick, 1974). It assumes that
deterministic signals from multiple mechanisms are
pooled in a nonlinear fashion to form one signal. To
account for the variability present in the psycho
physical response, a second stage must be assumed at
whichvariability is added to this pooled signal.

Under this alternative derivation of the Quick
pooling formula, however, there is still no entirely
satisfactory way to explain uncertainty effects. Since
only one source of variability exists (added at the
second stage), multiple-band explanations are not ap
plicable. If some kind of capacity limitation is sug
gested instead, the agreement found between our un
certainty results and predictions of multiple-band
models would have to be mere coincidence. Further
more, the agreement found in other studies between
the slope of the psychometric function and the
amount of summation would have to be another co
incidence. (See Robson It Graham, 1981, for further
discussion of this point.) Thus, invoking the alterna
tive derivation of the Quick pooling formula does not
seem a good answer to the question of why the Quick
pooling model has been so successful.

An approach to a more satisfying answer may come
from comparing the successes of the model to its
failures. The Quick pooling model has succeeded
when pooling across several mechanisms was in
volved (as in relating the thresholds of different pat
terns to one another in summation experiments); it
has failed when a single mechanism was predom
inantly important (as in comparing the detectability
of the same pattern in alone vs. uncued-intermixed
blocks). The successful predictions may depend pri
marily on the assumptions relatins different mech
nisms to one another (independent variability and
a maximum output rule-assumptions shared with the
maximum output version of the multiple-band model
above). They may not depend very much on the as
sumptions about each mechanism's response (that
there is a high threshold).

Uncertainty .bout form. One previous study failed
to find an effect of uncertainty about spatial form
(posner, Snyder, It Davidson, 1980), a variable that
might be expected to act like spatial frequency. The
forms in question, however, were different letters of
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the alphabet. All letters, in fact, contain many of the
same spatial frequencies.

Comp.....on with Uncertainty
In Other Dlmenalona

In general, the effects of uncertainty about at
tributes of stimuli may well differ, depending on the
manner in which those stimuli are being handled by
the nervous system (e.g., Egeth, 1977; Erdelyi, 1974;
Lappin It Staller, 1981; Lappin It Uttal, 1976;Shaw,
1980). This, in turn, will depend both on the char
acteristics of the stimuli and on the observer's task,
both as it is explicitly defined and as it is influenced
by other aspects of the experimental procedure.

Two situations in which uncertainty effects have
been studied seem sufficiently like the situations here
to be worth commenting on. Theories about audi
tory frequency and about the direction of motion of
simple visual patterns (reviewed in Green, 1976, and
Sekuler, Pantle, It Levinson, 1978, respectively) are
similar to the current theories about spatial fre
quency and spatial position. In particular, they
postulate selectively sensitivemechanisms.

Investigations of auditory-frequency uncertainty
effects have been somewhat inconclusive. There is a
brief review in Ball and Sekuler (1980) as well as
Swets and Kristofferson (1970). In a similar study,
however, Creelman (1960) reached conclusions very
similar to ours.

The effect of uncertainty about the direction of
motion of simple low-contrast patterns seems to be
much larger than is predictable from multiple-band
models (Ball & Sekuler, 1980) although consistent
with single-band models. When two different direc
tions were intermixed in a block, in fact, observers
seemed to monitor a single mechanism sensitive to
the direction midw.y between the two presented.

This difference between the effects of uncertainty
about the direction of motion of low-contrast
movins patterns and the effects of uncertainty about
spatial frequency and spatial position of lI'atInas is
surprisins, since, in so many ways, effects on these
two dimensions have been similar. Perhaps the im
plicit task demands in the two situations were dif
ferent. In some situations, observers do act as if they
were monitoring only a few spatial-frequency
channels (Davis & Graham, 1981). If, however, ob
servers could have monitored more than a single
direction-of-motion mechanism, for optimal
performance they certainly should have, particularly
in the forced-choice detection experiment most
similar to the ones here (Experiment 6 of Ball &
Sekuler, 198(2).
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NOTES

1. Sequential dependencies found in the uniform intermixed
blocks of an earlier study (Davis & Graham, 1981) were stronger
and statistically significant. The overall conditions of that study,
including the unbalanced intermixed blocks and the practice trials
of the primary stimulus before each block, may have encouraged
the observers to follow an intermediate model (i.e., to monitor
small groups of channels) even in the uniform intermixed blocks.

2. Performance levels !in the two studies were different [7S070
correct for Experiment 6: of Ball and Sekuler (1980) and greater
than 90070 correct here in the alone blocks]. However, the midway
model continues to describe suprathreshold reaction times to dif
ferent directions of motion (Ball & Sekuler, 1980) and results from
subsequent spatial frequency uncertainty experiments done in our
laboratory at lower performance levels were consistent with
multiple-band, not single-band, models.
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